BFly
Beach Club
Lighting for an exceptional disco
Summer disco BFly Beach Club opened at the beginning of the summer
precisely in the beach establishment at new Loano marina. Its lighting project
was entirely taken care of by Audio Effetti, an agency in the north west for the
most prestigious performance lighting brands.
BFly is a particular club because it is located on the Loano beach, a marvellous but problematic
location from a technical point of view, especially due to its positioning within a truly exclusive
context: the new Loano marina. It is boat yard where pleasure boats and luxurious yachts are
repaired, a beach establishment, an exclusive yacht club, a shopping centre, a convention centre, a
technological fish market and a winter and summer disco: all this right at the seaside with Gallinara
Island in the horizon. The property is owned by the Ligresti family, but management was entrusted to
tried-and-tested brand Zeffirino-Belloni, a group with an international flair and Italian quality with an
enviable group of exclusive clubs world-wide. “Right from the first day I saw the structures,” explained
brilliant Marco Zeffirino Belloni, “I started thinking up an idea, which I submitted to Florentine
architect Massimiliano Morlacci at Studio Morlacci. It wasn’t simply a project, but rather a concept
combining beauty, aesthetics and practicality – all without disturbing the citizens in Loano”.
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Previous page: pictures of the BFly disco and beach.
All photos in the article are by Studio6 Genova.

100% LEDs
“One of the needs pointed out by the customer
during the planning phase was restricting
consumption and current absorption as much as
possible, an indication we completely complied
with by exclusively using LED spotlights, both for
the disco and for the architectural lighting,” says
Roberto Villa for Audio Effetti.
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On the beach
The establishment where the disco was set up is
organized in three separate areas and targets
different audiences: a family area, a relaxation
area (including massages and wellbeing) and a
B-free area for the younger crowd, enlivened
with music and equipment where individuals
may participate in many water or beach sports
such as beach volley, canoeing, water polo...
This way, everyone can enjoy the beach as they
want to.
The disco is located in the area bordered by the
railway upstream, by the restaurant and by the
sailing club on the right-hand side with its back
to the sea, and on the left by the piers on the
beach which extend the promenade and mark
the establishment’s boundary. It would have
been impossible to position the lighting
equipment within this context without setting up
a supporting structure. So Audio Effetti (Litec
distributor) designed a rather large side rig with
Litec Heavy Duty 40 cm trellises on which all the
spotlights were then installed.
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This page: assembling the rig and final result.
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The lighting at BFly had to meet two different
needs: the spectacular nature of the dance floor
and enhancing the club’s furnishing from an
architectural point of view, which were defined by
the customer. The large beach area was a
feature of the club, as it was furnished but didn’t
have any supports or guards for the equipment,
which was exposed to bad weather and to
saltiness. Based on these conditions, the
installer chose all SGM LED illuminated bodies
(always in the outdoor total protection version)
for the disco and Anolis for the other areas;
these brands were also preferred due to the
broad optics selection available to the designer
and necessary to meet the club’s needs. So 12
SGM Genio Mobile with 8° optics and six SGM
Palco 5 Full Color were assembled on the trellis
and the rig itself was in turn illuminated with six
Anolis ArcSource Outdoor spotlights. The picture
was completed with another four fixed Genio
RGB, dedicated to illuminating the control booth
area and the section for the dancers, plus a 1.5
W laser by Laser World (Audio Effetti
distribution) which covers the entire disco area.
In addition to the lights, there are two Panasonic
video projectors (each 3 m wide) to the sides of
the DJ station, with motorized screens and
capable of completely disappearing.
The same disco lighting system is capable of
illuminating (on its own) live shows on the stage.
Once again, LEDs enhance the unique, carefully
selected furnishings at the BFly Beach Club,
which in some cases were designed and
patented by the customer. Vases 2 metres high
are illuminated by ArcSource Inground
equipment with 12 RGB Wide LEDs by Anolis
and the area reserved for gala evenings and
refreshments is brightly illuminated with warm
white light given off by ArcLine strips with 36 ks
LEDs by Anolis (which also have very low
energy consumption).
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The BFly disco with vases
and selected furnishings.
Down: backstage in the
gala evenings and
refreshments area.

Control
Equipment management was entrusted to two
twin SGM Pilot 2000 controllers, one located at
the DJ control booth and the other in a separate
technical booth. The first is used for evening
events with DJ-set and also includes a lightjockey to create the most suitable atmospheres.
The second is used when there is no DJ; it
manages all architectural lighting through
targeted programming. Naturally, as all the
illuminated bodies are LEDs, there are no
dimmers. The two controllers are automatically
managed by a sophisticated DMX Merger by
Highlite which determines each unit’s priority
based on whether or not there is a DJ: if there is
a DJ in the control booth, his/her controller will
be enabled, otherwise the controller in the
technical booth will be the controlling one. This
system allows the illumination to be managed
simply without useless complications for club
personnel.
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